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Abstract: The possible reasons of features of the nature of neutrino are discussed. The estimation of modern density of the 

number of neutrinos which differs from traditional calculation methods in thermodynamics is proposed. The obtained results 

in the order of size will be co-ordinated with calculation in thermodynamics. The explanation of the nature of small neutrino 

mass is offered.  
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1. Introduction 

In the previous paper [2] neutrino masses were calcu-

lated using experimental data on neutrino oscillation [1]. 

Such problem has been solved by means of the left-right 

gauge group 122 USUSU RL ×× following the approach 

proposed in [3] with some changes. 

Parameters of neutrino oscillation including experiments 

with solar and atmospheric neutrinos, in reactor experi-

ments and accelerator experiments are presented in [1] in 

form: 
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Using experimental data (1) in [2] following results for 

masses of neutrino have been received: 

1
0.0069 0.0073 eVm = ÷ ,  

2
0.0110 0.0116 eVm = ÷ ,             (2) 

3
0.0471 0.0532 eVm = ÷ . 

2. Main Results 

Phenomenon of small masses of neutrinos appears rather 

essential. There comes a threshold of stability of discrete 

character of masses of neutrinos and enough free transition 

from one generation to another. For comparison we result 

masses of partners of neutrino on the weak charged currents 

at which birth oscillations is absent: 

0.511 MeV
e

m = , 

105.7 MeVmµ = ,                    (3) 

1777 MeVmτ = .  

There is some affinity of neutrino with photons, includ-

ing the cosmology plane. The photon is some twirled 

vhirlwind of energy with spin 1=S , with zero mass. 

Neutrino has spin 21 /S =  and very small mass (2). 

Photon spin keeps this quantum gyroscope so the photon 

has no mass of rest. Neutrino spin it appears insufficient for 

such existence. Here it is possible to notice that measure-

ment of electron mass (3) is spent to within 0.1 eV. It is 

possible to consider it and accuracy to what there is an 

electron birth in the nature. All in the nature approximately, 

both masses of elementary particles, and symmetry. Relic 

streams of neutrino in a sense are satellite in relation to 

relic radiation of photons. Further we will state the ap-

proached estimation of modern density of number of neu-

trinos and antineutrinos of one generation in an ultra relati-

vistic case. 

Relic electromagnetic radiation has been opened in 1965 

by Penzias and Wilson. This phenomenon in 1946 has been 

predicted by G. Gamow. The average temperature of relic 

photons makes [4] 

0
2.725  0.001 KT = ± .            (4) 

The form of a power spectrum coincides with split-hair 
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accuracy with the form of Planck`s radiation [5,6]. The 

greatest angular variation of temperature 3/ ~ 10T Tδ −  

has bipolar character and speaks movement of the Earth. 

Relic radiation is isotropic. And relic radiation penetrates 

all Universe. 

The number density of relic photons is equal in the mod-

ern universe [5] 

( ) 3
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= =  .         (5) 

Here numerical value of 
ς

-function is equal 

 ( )3 1.2.ς ≈                      (6) 

In the barion stage of evolution of the universe at the 

temperature pT m≥  there could be a reaction of annihila-

tions of nucleons and antinucleons in rest: 

0p p π π π+ −+ → + +  .         (7) 

(We will give later a substantiation of this reaction). With 

the subsequent decays: 
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Further is 
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Annihilation in rest leads to spatial symmetry of born γ - 

quanta. 

The number of electrons corresponded to number of 

protons from charge preservation. Annihilation of electrons 

and positrons occurs in reaction: 

γγ +→+ +− ee .             (10) 

According to [7] researches of multiplicity of annihila-

tions of pp at small energy are absent. At the same time 

multiplicity of annihilations sharply increases with s  

increases. Multiplicity of annihilations of 
−+ee at  

~ 2s GeV  is equal ~3. We believe as multiplicity of 

pp  in rest will be not less than ~3.  

So at a birth of four γ -quanta three pairs neutri-

no-antineutrino are born also and burn down steams ba-

ryon-antibaryon and electron-positron. Neutrino oscilla-

tions level streams of each generation of neutrino.  

According to (5) we have modern density of number of 

neutrino and antineutrino of one type: 

,0 ,0 3 3

1 1 1 1
410 102.5
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n n

cm cm
ν γ≅ = × =     (11) 

Calculation of 0νn in thermodynamics gives [5] 

3
0 112 −≅ cmn ,ν .               (12) 

Direct detecting of relic neutrinos is insoluble problem at 

present. So to check up parities (11) and (12) it is not ob-

viously. 

Behavior of ultrarelativistic photons and neutrinos is 

similar. That justifies our approach to definition of modern 

neutrino density. Especially it proves to be true after re-

combination. 

Results of our research allow us to draw some conclu-

sions. 

There is a question why there is a mixing of neutrino 

generations. First of all it is necessary to understand with 

what accuracy on masses are born in the nature elementary 

particles. If masses of neutrino generations differ among 

themselves in the order of size of this accuracy of their 

emission generation mixing can occur. 

The matrix of neutrino mixing is accepted by analogy to 

quark mixing taking into account an unitarity principle. Use 

of in parallel other variant of a mixing matrix will appear 

useful to calculation of errors of received mixing parame-

ters. 

It is necessary to tell that results of present researches of 

elementary particles bear themselves strong dependence on 

traditional technology. Not clearly that mainly we define, 

properties of the mixing matrix or the neutrino nature. Di-

rect measurements of neutrino mass will be hardly probable 

sensitive at level (2). 

It is necessary to draw conclusions on situation with 

studying of 
−+ee and pp annihilations, in particular, 

multiplicity. First of all we will notice that it would be in-

teresting to compare these reactions at identical s . It is 

interesting to find difference of rest energy and movement 

energy in annihilation reactions. Not clearly that mainly we 

define, properties of the mixing matrix or the neutrino na-

ture. 

It is necessary to find a way of research of pp  annihi-

lations at small s (multiplicity). 

In the given calculation it was not required reactions 

going unusually and there were no infringements of quan-

tum numbers. In particular there was no influence of the 

raised density of particles in baryon stages. The sequence 

of reactions and their relative sections did not change in 

comparison with modern properties. It testifies in favour of 

structure of elementary particles to a similar point. 

Earlier in [8] we considered the leptonic vertex of elec-

troweak theory: 

. .,
2 2

CC CCg
L j W h c

α
α= − +        (13)  
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Where g is the SU(2) gauge coupling constant and CC 

current is 

, ,

2 .
CC

L

l e

j lα α
µ τ

νγ
=

= ∑            (14) 

Thus the reaction was studied 

 
* ,

e
n e pν −+ → +               (15) 

 
* ,e e γ− −→ +                (16) 

that is the reaction 

.
e

n e pν γ−+ → + +            (17) 

In [8] the parameters of reaction (15) with an electron 

off-mass-shall: mass of an exited electron, angular distribu-

tion, cross section and so on were studied. It should be 

noted that the process (15) and reaction 

,
e

n e pν −+ → +               (18)  

Where e
−

 is on the mass shell, are not coherent. 

In reaction (18) the leptonic vertex of the Lagrangian 

(13), (14) is on a mass surface. And in reaction (15) this 

vertex is half outside of a mass surface. There is a produc-

tion of an exited (virtual) electron. The experiment demon-

strates that thus the leptonic vertex behaves similarly to as 

well as in reaction (18). Anyway it is not accepted in it to 

enter any form factors. It is difficult to present that the ver-

tex (13), (14) acts as a certain semiconductor. When in one 

direction the production of the off-shell electron is possible. 

And in the order direction there is no production of the 

neutrino in an exited state. Therefore it is impossible to 

eliminate and capability of production a virtual neutrino in 

reverse reaction 

* ,
e

e p nν− + → +                 (19) 

where 
*

eν  is neutrino off-mass-shell. And the parameters 

of this reaction can be like to parameters of reaction (15), 

including mass an exited neutrino 
*

eν , as against eν , is 

outside of a mass surface, and therefore has other nature. 

Thus there can be a rather large reduction of 

cross-section the production exited neutrino, than as con-

trasted to by reaction (17). As the exited electron rather fast 

descends from off-mass-shell at production of a photon. 

And exited neutrino long live as roaming propagator. 
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